Industry and safety standards demand the knowledge of the thermal behavior of systems subjected to fire, particularly for the transportation of radioactive materials for spent nuclear fuel disposal and reprocessing. Experimentally benchmarked fire test data from Container Analysis Fire Environment (CAFE) are used to calibrate the Sandia One Dimensional Direct and Inverse Thermal (SODDIT) code by optimizing number of future times (NFT) at 11 and identifying a linear correlation and uncertainty range between the SODDIT input and output. The calibration is then used to predict the heat flux to a large pipe calorimeter in a jet fuel fire, for which the result is an 11 second window average of the actual heat flux. The maximum heat flux occurred at the beginning of the fire and was found to be 195 ± 37.3 kW/m 2 at a 95% confidence level.
INTRODUCTION
The safe transport of spent nuclear fuel requires transportation casks capable of sustaining heat from accidental fires [1] . To this end the thermal behavior of transportation casks subjected to large fires must be known. In recent years, various computational fluid dynamics software have been developed for the specific use of simulating large scale fires and have offered a cost-effective solution for fire simulation; however, the fire codes must be benchmarked using experimental data in order to determine their accuracy in predicting the effects of actual fire conditions [2] .
In 2007 three fire experiments were conducted to benchmark fire codes wherein a 2.44-m-diameter, 4.57-m-long, 2.54-cmwall thickness mild-steel pipe calorimeter was suspended 1-m above a 7.6-m 3 , 7.92-m-diameter pool of jet fuel and burned until the fuel source was exhausted. A photo of the test setup showing some of the thermocouple and wind anemometer locations can be seen by Figure 1a , and a photo of the fire test can be seen by Figure 1b . Due to varying wind conditions, the three tests lasted 40 minutes, 38 minutes, and 25 minutes, respectively. There was little (1.5 m/s or less) wind during the first and second tests, while the third test had wind speeds up to 2.6 m/s. Thermocouples at 58 different locations recorded the interior surface temperatures of the calorimeter during the fire while wind anemometers measured the wind velocity and directions to the north, south, east, and west of the fuel pool. Additional information about the fire tests may be found in [3] . 
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The temperature data obtained through the three fire tests were used to benchmark Container Analysis Fire Environment (CAFE), a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software used for simulating transport casks in fires [4, 5] . CAFE links a CFD fire simulator with a finite element model of an engulfed object. CAFE can be benchmarked by directly comparing the interior surface temperatures to measurements. Figure 1c shows a still-shot of the CAFE-generated fire animation for one of the fire tests. In the current work, CAFE results are used to benchmark a numerical heat conduction code by the name of Sandia One Dimensional Direct and Inverse Thermal (SODDIT) code. SODDIT utilizes heat conduction algorithms to estimate temperature and heat flux given discrete interior or exterior surface time and temperature data [6] . In particular, the inverse calculation uses temperatures at future times. In order to use SODDIT, the number of future times (NFT) must be optimized, and since window averaging effect occurs between the actual and estimated heat flux, an uncertainty interval for the input must be specified. 
NOMENCLATURE

METHODS
CAFE was used to acquire reference data for the calorimeter interior and exterior wall temperatures (T IC and T OC , respectively) and wall heat flux (q" CAFE ) for the same onesecond time intervals of the actual experiment. Then, using the interior temperatures calculated by the CAFE simulation as input to SODDIT, the exterior wall temperature (T OS ) and heat flux (q" SODDIT ) could be estimated and then compared to the CAFE calculated values. Figure 2 details this concept using arrows to show the process flow.
Once SODDIT has estimated the exterior wall temperature and heat flux, a comparison can be made between CAFE and SODDIT to determine the uncertainty of SODDIT in predicting an unknown applied heat flux.
q" CAFE T OC T IC T OS , q" SODDIT SODDIT Material Properties SODDIT requires material properties and dimensions of the geometry in question. The two material properties required for this work are the volumetric specific heat (ρc) of the steel calorimeter and thermal conductivity (k). Figure 3 shows these material property data as functions of temperature. A Curie effect in the pipe calorimeter carbon steel causes a large spike in the heat capacity versus temperature curve [7] . As described in [3] , the Differential Scanning Calorimetry technique for measuring heat capacity results in a wide temperature region referred to as the Cure region. As shown by Figure 3 , the Curie region occurs in the temperature range of 726 to 764 ºC or 999 to 1037 K. This approximation causes difficulties in using SODDIT to predict heat flux during the Curie region, which will be discussed later in this work.
The material properties are considered to be measured quantities and have associated uncertainties across the temperature ranges in which they are defined. Shown by Figure 3 are the upper and lower lines of the material properties denoting their uncertainty ranges at a 95% confidence level. The magnitudes of these uncertainties were chosen to be specific values and will be discussed later in this work.
Optimizing NFT Each run of a SODDIT simulation accepts the interior calorimeter temperature as a function of time and material properties as a function of temperature for a single thermocouple location, and produces the exterior temperature and heat flux at the same discrete time steps. This is an inverse heat conduction analysis, and as such SODDIT must predict the outer surface temperature and heat flux for any given time using temperature input at future times. The number of future times (NFT) must be selected by the user. NFT has little effect on the outer surface temperature prediction; however, it can significantly influence SODDIT's ability to estimate the heat flux, particularly during the Curie region.
Since there are three separate fire tests and 58 thermocouple locations for each test, SODDIT is used to analyze all thermocouple locations of all fire tests. Though the analysis in this work is all-inclusive of the fire test data, it is necessary to examine the output for a single thermocouple location of a single fire test in order to establish the behavior of SODDIT which will benefit in the selection of NFT. Figure 4a shows the input and output for SODDIT runs using NFT 10 and 15, and the CAFE calculated outer surface temperature for comparison. The CAFE inner surface temperature (T IC ) is used as a direct input to SODDIT, which produces the outer surface temperature (T OS ). The outer surface temperatures lead the inner surface temperature as the calorimeter is heated by the fire. There is little difference in the predictions by NFT 10 and 15 and both agree with the CAFE outer surface temperature. In Figure 4a , the output temperatures experience low amplitude oscillations during the Curie region for both NFT. Figure 4b shows T OS plotted versus T OC and a fit line is used to assess the correlation. From this comparison it is apparent that SODDIT slightly but systematically overestimates the outer surface temperature. Regardless of NFT, SODDIT is able to predict the outer surface temperature to within a very reasonable accuracy. This trend is continued for other thermocouple locations and fire tests.
SODDIT's prediction of the outer surface heat flux is of greater concern in this analysis, and is also more highly affected by the choice of NFT. Figure 5a and 5b show the CAFE and SODDIT heat flux versus time and a linear correlation for the same NFT and thermocouple location as As shown by Figure 5a , the SODDIT heat flux is generally similar for different NFT outside the Curie region; the CAFE heat flux is highly oscillatory at all times while SODDIT appears to be a smoother prediction of the heat flux and follows the CAFE prediction with some accuracy. Inside the Curie region, the behavior is erratic. Figure 5b compares the SODDIT and CAFE heat fluxes and introduces the general method used to assess the uncertainty in using SODDIT to predict an unknown applied heat flux. For each NFT, a linear calibration is performed between CAFE and SODDIT heat fluxes using CAFE as the input and SODDIT as the output. This relation can be characterized by Eq. 1, which is the standard method for a linear correlation as documented in [8] . ,t C q using the correlation constants a and b, which are the slope and vertical intercept of the fit line, respectively. The subscript t denotes the discrete time step of each SODDIT simulation. Using this correlation equation and including all possible data sets, it is possible to quickly predict the SODDIT heat flux given an input heat flux such as " ,t C q or any other heat flux of importance, or more importantly to predict an unknown applied heat flux given the SODDIT prediction by inverting Eq. 1 and solving for " ,t C q . The latter is the technique used in this work and will be used to predict the heat flux to the calorimeter using the actual experimental fire data later. In order to assess how well the correlation fits the data, the standard deviation of the output, S O , and the standard deviation of the input, S I , can be calculated by Eq. 2 and 3, respectively [8]. The standard deviation of the output (Eq. 2) characterizes the spread of the SODDIT heat flux prediction above and below the correlation line. Of greater interest, however, is the standard deviation of the input (Eq. 3), which characterizes the spread, or uncertainty, of the actual applied heat flux left and right of the correlation line. In examining S I , it is possible to assess the uncertainty in using SODDIT to predict an unknown applied heat flux. It should be noted that Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 are inclusive of all discrete samples from all thermocouple locations of all three fire tests. As stated previously, there are 58 different thermocouple locations on the calorimeter and the three fire tests lasted for different amounts of time. The duration and numbers of discrete timetemperature samples for each fire test are shown by Table 1 . Temperature data were taken every second for the duration of the fires. It is important to note that since the SODDIT-estimated heat flux is dependent on the NFT used for simulation, so too are Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 as they are functions of the heat flux. It is then necessary to optimize NFT in order to obtain the best possible prediction for heat flux. Figure 6 shows twice the standard deviation of the input (2*S I ) plotted over a range of NFT for various conditions. This is a 95% confidence interval. Figure 6 . For low NFT, the value of S I is very high due to SODDIT's lack of insight into future temperature behavior. As SODDIT progressively gains future data samples for calculation at the current time step, as with increasing NFT, the calculation quickly becomes a valid prediction for the applied heat flux. As NFT continues to increase, the prediction becomes an averaged value over a longer time window, as shown by the convergence of the plots toward NFT = 25. Depending on whether the Curie region is to be included or excluded from consideration, the best possible NFT can be obtained from Figure 6 and implemented into the SODDIT simulation.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Also shown by Figure 6 is whether Random Errors are included in error calculation. This leads to the next major area of this analysis. The inputs to SODDIT, i.e. temperature data and material properties ( Figure 3 ) and dimensions, are measured quantities and thus have associated uncertainties [3] . The objective of this analysis is to examine the effect on the output of imposing on the input random uncertainties of a specific confidence interval and level, or noise, the process of which is commonly referred to as a Monte Carlo simulation [9] . Table 2 shows the values of uncertainty for each input parameter assuming a 68% confidence level. The values of uncertainty for volumetric specific heat and thermal conductivity are 1% and 2% since the material properties are assumed to be known within a fairly reasonable accuracy. Moreover, the objective of this analysis is dependent more on examining the effect of uncertainties on the output and aims to be representative of similar experiments where the parameters may not be the same yet the same result is desired to be known. Additionally, uncertainty in calorimeter wall thickness is 2% since the 1-in thick steel is assumed to vary spatially by this amount. The values of volumetric specific heat (ρc), thermal conductivity (k), and thickness (d) are generated for the Monte Carlo simulation using Eq. 4.
The value x i represents a unique material property value used as input for the simulation (i.e. ρc i , k i , d i ), and i represents each SODDIT run. x represents the nominal value of the material property or dimension. If the material property is a function of temperature, the calculation is performed for the entire range of temperatures over which the material property is defined. w x represents the specific uncertainty of each material property as defined by Table 2 . u x,i represents a random number within the standard normal distribution. It is generated anew for each material property (x) and SODDIT run (i). The Polar Method is used for standard normal distribution number generation [9] . The material property and dimension error calculations were performed for each run of the SODDIT program. This means that all errors were considered unique for each specific thermocouple location and fire test iteration.
The input temperature data was also considered to have associated uncertainties and thus random errors were imposed upon it in the form of span error (S T ) and random noise (R T ) using Eq 5. , , (1 )
T IS represents the inner surface temperature supplied to SODDIT for simulation and is a function of the inner CAFE temperature (T IC ) at each time step (t). The span error is representative of the thermocouples' relative change in voltage output over a large temperature range, as experienced by the fire tests in this experiment and is valued at 0.38%. The random noise is assumed to be due to environmental noise interference or electrical noise and is valued at 0.01 K. The random u i and u t are values in the standard normal distribution, similar to the material property calculation, but are generated anew each SODDIT run (i) for span error and each time step (t) for random noise. For each fire test, t would range from 1 to the values defined by Table 1 .
EFFECT OF UNCERTAINTY
For each SODDIT run, new random uncertainties are generated. Therefore, it is necessary to cumulatively assess much iteration in order to realize the overall effect of uncertainties, while using the same process previously described to vary NFT. To characterize the behavior of this process, Figures 7a and 7b show the output with and without uncertainties for temperature and heat flux for a single thermocouple location for comparison purposes. New errors are calculated every time SODDIT runs, so the value of S I changes depending on how many cumulative iterations are examined; however, after many iterations the effect will be constant since the errors generated are within a specified interval. As shown by Figure 8 , NFT 11 is now the best for predicting an unknown heat flux. From its value of 2*S I = 36.8 kW/m 2 (95%) at zero iterations (i.e. no random noise), it has increased to 2*S I = 37.3 kW/m 2 (95%), effectively lower than the previously best NFT 10 value of 2*S I = 37.5 kW/m 2 (95%). Therefore, when accounting for uncertainties in input parameters, the No Curie With Random Error line of Figure 6 will be used which optimizes the parameter NFT = 11. Thus, for NFT 11 it is possible to invert Eq. 1 to solve for the unknown applied heat flux The correlation equation will adjust the SODDIT-calculated heat flux by subtracting 5.624 kW/m 2 and scaling the result by a factor of 1 / 0.899 = 1.111. This represents the best estimate for the applied heat flux.
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APPLYING THE CORRELATION
Up to this point, SODDIT has been used to estimate and compare with the CAFE-calculated heat flux. Now, using Eq. 6 SODDIT may be used to predict the heat flux to the calorimeter for the actual experimental fire tests. Figure 9 shows a plot of many thermocouple data sets for the first fire test. Their heat flux values have been adjusted according to Eq. 6. A trend is apparent from Figure 9 that the heat flux increases rapidly at the start of the fire and then begins to decrease as the calorimeter reaches thermal equilibrium with the fire. Some locations even experience negative heat flux near the end of the fire, implying that heat is being lost to the surroundings. The heat fluxes are, as a whole, highly oscillatory, which is to be expected from viewing the nature of the CAFE simulated heat flux (Figure 5a ). However, from Figure 5a , the SODDIT heat flux appears to be a window average of the actual applied heat flux. Applying a linear correlation between the SODDIT data and window-averaged CAFE data and evaluating S I , it is possible to acquire an idea as to the width of the window averaging experienced during SODDIT simulation. Figure 10 shows a plot of S I over a range of window averages of CAFE heat flux. From Figure 10 , minimizing S I as done previously it is shown that at NFT 11, the SODDIT-calculated heat flux resembles approximately an 11 second window average of the actual heat flux. This is important when considering experimental data such as Figure 9 since one may assume that the actual applied heat flux is far more oscillatory due to the window averaging effect of the SODDIT solution algorithm.
CONCLUSION
The heat flux to a large pipe calorimeter in a jet fuel fire was estimated using calibration-corrected results from the SODDIT inverse heat conduction code. An important input parameter, NFT, was optimized at NFT = 11 for use in the simulation. Some data were excluded from the analysis due to the erratic behavior of SODDIT in the Curie region; however, since the time spent in the Curie region was small compared to the overall fire test duration and the results outside the Curie region were more characteristic of SODDIT behavior, this was considered a valid course of action. The maximum heat flux experienced by the calorimeter occurred during the beginning of the first equivalent experimental fire test and measured 195 ± 37.3 kW/m 2 at a 95% confidence level. The flux decreased thereafter as the temperature of the calorimeter approached thermal equilibrium with the fire. The SODDIT-estimated heat flux is approximately an 11 second window average of the applied heat flux.
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